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Urban Waters National Training Workshop 

December 2, 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<This slide to be displayed while folks gather in room>



Matrix Management!! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provide overview of management structure for my ambassadorshipIA b/t USACE and EPAIPA b/t USACE and CitySOW says report to Bill H. and Cedric, but USACE has ultimate year-end assessment (w/ input from Bill H.).More frequent and regular interaction w/ Cedric so important to gauge what how I’m doing w/ respect to City’s expectations.Recent twist in arrangement is Cedric now SWBNO ED while retaining City DM role.



New Orleans/Lake Pontchartrain 
Urban Waters Focus Areas 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gives you an idea of the various activities we are engaged in



Lake Pontchartrain 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brief overview of initial focus areas.2011 focus for a “3-year pilot” of the UWFPInitial focus areas are project-specific, low-hanging fruitPost-Katrina focused projects w/ heavy influx of FEMA PA & HMGP funds, HUD CDBG-DR, USACE HSDRRS, etc.Pilot partnership focused on these very discrete efforts across the City that would reconnect to Lake Pontchartrain as well as enhance in other areas.



 Cross-program collaboration (EPA GMPO, 
ORD, NPS, USFWS, USACE, NRCS, FEMA, HUD) 

 Collaboration between local govt and 
Feds/state 

 Collaboration between local govt and NGOs 
 Collaboration across NGOs  

 
“Collective Impact” 

 

What’s Working Well? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer panel question up front w/ examples from initial, project-specific focus areas.Cross-program – all of these agencies are actively engaged in activities related to UWFP and beyond.  Successes working across programs tapping resources that many locals may not be aware of or able to connect to (ex. EPA GMPO participation and assistance).Local govt and feds/state – My position at City allows me to identify and facilitate collaboration b/t City and other agencies (ex. City and USFWS for East End).Local govt and NGOs - My position at City has given me access to City staff that can assist local NGOs (ex. GWNO and finding lot for Green Slice).Across NGOs – many NGOs have requested my assistance in strategizing funding opportunities and other resources.  I’ve worked closely w/ other UWFP to connect NGOs and encourage more collaborative efforts across organizations.  (ex. UNO CERF and Urban Conservancy, CSED and CERF, and newly formed Water Collaborative).Stress “collective impact”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed access enhancements to Bayou Sauvage NWR and Lake Pont.Ex of Fed to Local w/ signing of MOU b/t City (Mayor) and USFWS (Regional Director), which establishes an agreement that City can construct facilities outlined in the agreement on NWR land w/ City to find funds and O&M.Also, potential to bring in RESTORE aspect due to eroding shoreline and threat to local infrastructure (I-10 and Hwy 11).  Potential to execute feas plans for restoration and incorporate recreational features (USACE, USFWS, CPRA, City, GCERC, etc.)
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New Canal Lighthouse  
(Fed to NGO) 

Credit NPS (Stacye Palmer-McBride) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ex of Fed support to NGO:EPA facilitated discussions w/ USCG on site of Lighthouse rebuild



UNO CERF  
(NGO/Academic to NGO) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ex of collaboration b/t NGOs:Dinah (CERF) met Dana (Urban Conservancy) through UW meetings and began collaborating on education curricula for CERF.  Picture on right shows Dinah giving Urban Conservancy and other NGOs tour of CERF at a curricula planning meeting.All of this happened b/c they met through UW meetings and my introductions.



 
It has to!! 

Why is it working? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaboration is so successful b/c it has to in the face of land loss, SLR, climate change, etc.!!



Parallel, Bigger Picture(s) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parallel, bigger efforts that are converging with UW efforts:Hurricane Katrina (and subsequent storms like Gustav and Isaac)Coastal Land Loss (next slide)BP Oil Spill aftermathWater Management internal to the “system”



 
USACE HSDRRS 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Army Corps of Engineers invested over $14.6 billion to create the Greater New Orleans Hurricane & Storm Damage Risk Reduction System, which includes 133 miles of levees, floodwalls, floodgates and pump stations surrounding Greater New Orleans.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
USGS projection of landloss by 2050
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide only shows the projects proposed for SE La.  Also, note here post-oil spill efforts and RESTORE Act.  Restoration projects beginning to come on line.  State has made one of criteria for eligible projects to be part of Master Plan (at least for dollars that come through State).



Multiple Lines of Defense 
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Source: Lopez, John A., 2006,  The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to Sustain Coastal Louisiana, Lake 
Pontchartrain Basin Foundation, Metairie, LA  January 2006 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LPBF Developed StrategyIllustrate previous slides address #s 1 through 8 (w/ 9 and 10 too).  Natural1st LOD Offshore Shelf: During Hurricane Katrina there was 60 foot waves in the Gulf Of Mexico. These huge waves did not hit land because the offshore shelf greatly reduces wave height by reducing the depth of the water. However, the offshore shelf does cause the storm surge to increase. The shape of the shelf needs to be studied to determine the effect its shape has on wave and surge height.2nd LOD Barrier Islands: Barrier islands cause the waves associated with tropical storms to break, protecting the interior sound and coastal marsh. They also help to reduce storm surge.3rd LOD Sounds: Sounds provide a buffer to the strong currents that occur in deeper water. Sounds do however allow waves to re-generate.4th LOD Marsh Land Bridges: These are areas of continual marsh, commonly adjacent to natural ridges or levees. Land bridges reduce waves and impede storm surge, protecting areas further inland that perform the same function.5th LOD Natural Ridges: Natural ridges are the remains of natural levees from abandoned river channels. They can extend for miles and typically have an elevation of a few feet above sea-level. Many have state highways along them. They commonly determine the natural flow of water throughout the region. They reduce waves and storm surge.�Manmade6th LOD Highways: Many highways in the coast are elevated several feet to reduce their probability of flooding, which can reduce the height of waves and storm surges similar to natural ridges.7th LOD Flood Gates: Floodgates are designed to hold high waves and storm surge out of an area but allow natural flow during calm weather. Because our coast is only a few feet above sea level floodgates must be placed along levees or spoil banks8th LOD Levees: Levees are designed to be an absolute barrier to flooding, storm surge, and high waves. Levees are commonly used to protect highly developed areas such as Orleans, Jefferson, and St. Bernard parishes.9th LOD Pump Stations: Pump stations are designed to remove runoff from heavy rainfall. They are not designed to deal with the type of flooding that can occur if a levee is breached.10th LOD Hurricane : All homes and businesses in southeast Louisiana are subject to flooding if they are not raised above the recommended height. Elevating our assets that cannot be easily moved is their last line of defense.11th LOD Evacuation: Evacuation is the last Line of Defense for anyone living in hurricane prone areas. While highways are the most common form railroads and airline travel can also be used.



Future of NOLA Urban Waters? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With or without UWFP, New Orleans and the region are looking to sweeping shifts in water management.Following slides show some efforts how UWFP supporting these efforts.  This shows the “why” things are working well.  They have too!



Urban Soils Assessment:  
Partnership of City, UWFP and EPA ORD 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
**Point out not all sites sampled**Map of proposed sampling locations for Urban Soils AssessmentUrban Waters Federal Partnership (UWFP) and EPA Office of Research and Development (ORD) worked w/ City, SWB, and NORA to conduct an ORD-developed sampling protocol of urban soils and their capacity to infiltrate stormwater.Initial results reveal soils are very different from what presently assumed.  See varied conditions across the City, especially in areas seeing significant post-Katrina redevelopment/rebuilding (e.g., NORA lots where houses demolished and non-native backfill brought on site).
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THANK YOU! 

 
Danny Wiegand 

ph: (504) 658-4228 
email: wiegand.danny@epa.gov  
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